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Abst rac t - -The  theory of u0-positive operators with respect o a cone in a Banach space is applied 
to the class of even-order differential equation on measure chains 
m-1 &2~ 
x ~"( t )  = ~ ~ ~(tlx (o(t)), t e [0,11, 
0 
satisfying the lidstone boundary conditions xA21(0) = 0, 0 < i < m -- 1; x~2~ (a2(1)) = 0, 0 ~ j 
m -- 1. The existence of a smallest positive eigenvalue is obtained and then a theorem is established 
comparing the smallest positive eigenvalues for two problems of this type. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with comparing the smallest positive eigenvalues for a class 
of even order differential equations on measure chains satisfying lidstone boundary conditions. 
Much recent attent ion has been given to differential equations on measure chains, and we refer 
the reader to [1-3] for some historical works as well as to the more recent papers [4-6] and the 
book [7] for excellent references on these types of equations. Before introducing the problems of 
interest for this paper, we present some definitions and notat ion which are used in t ime scales. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T be a closed subset of R, and let T have the subspace topology inherited 
from the Euclidean topology on R. The set T is referred to as a measure chain or, in some places 
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in the literature, a time scale. For t < supT  and r > in fT ,  define the forward jump operator (r, 
and the backward jump operator p, respectively, by 
a(t) = inf{T E T IT  > t} E T, 
p(r) -- sup{T E TIT < r} e T, 
for all t, r E T. If a(t) > t, t is said to be right scattered, and if p(r) < r, r is said to be left 
scattered. Ha(t)  = t, t is said to be right dense, and if p(r) = r, r is said to be left dense. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For x : T ~ R and t E T (if t = supT ,  assume t is not left scattered), 
define the delta derivative of x(t), denoted by xA(t), tO be the number  (when it exists), with the 
property that, for any e > 0, there is a neighborhood U, of t such that 
[[x(a(t)) - x(s)] - xA(t)[a(t) - s][ < c la(t) - sl, 
for all s E U. 
The second delta derivative of z(t) is defined by 
Y (t) = (~)  ~ (t). 
The third delta derivative of x(t) is defined by 
and so  on .  
I f  FA(t)  = h(t), then define the integral by 
~ t h(s)As = F(t) - F(a). 
Throughout,  we will assume that  T is a closed subset of 1~ with 0, 1 E T. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Define the closed interval, [0, 1] c T by 
[0,1] := {tET lO<t  < 1}. 
Other closed, open, and half-open intervals in T are similarly defined. 
For convenience, we will use interval notation, [0, 1] and inequalities uch as 0 < t < 1 inter- 
changeably. 
Throughout  m E Z + is fixed. We are concerned with the comparison of the eigenvalues for the 
eigenvalue problems 
m-1 
m t2 ,  z A2 (t) = hi ~ pi(t)y (a(t)), t E [0, 11, (1.1) 
i=0 
m-1  
A2~ xA2"(t) : A2 E qi(t)y (a(t)), t E [0, 1], (1.2) 
i=O 
satisfying the lidstone boundary conditions, 
x a2~(0) = 0, 0 < i < m-  1, (1.a) 
x ~ '  (o2(1 / )  = o, o < j < m - 1, 
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where we assume for 0 < i < m - 1, (-1)m+ipi(t)  and (-1)m+iqi(t) are continuous nonnegative 
functions on T, and both po(t) and qo(t) do not vanish identically on any subinterval of [0, 1]. 
To be more precise, we will first establish the existence of smallest positive igenvalues for (1.1), 
(1.3) and (1.2),(1.3), respectively, and then we will compare these smallest positive eigenvalues. 
Our techniques involve applications from the theory of u0-positive operators with respect o a 
cone in a Banach space as it is developed in Krasnosel'skii's book [8] or in the book by Krein and 
Rutman [9]. Also, we make use of the sign properties of an appropriate Green's function. 
The cone theory techniques we apply here have been successfully applied by several authors in 
comparing eigenvalues for boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations including 
two-point, multipoint, focal, right focal, and Lidstone problems; for example, see [10-22]. Also, a 
few smallest eigenvalue comparison results have been obtained for boundary value problems for 
finite difference quations. A representative s t of references for these works would be [23-25]. 
In addition, the comparison of the eigenvalues for the eigenvalue problem of second order on 
measure chains, satisfying two-point conjugate boundary conditions was developed in [26]. 
In the development of this paper, we include in Section 2 preliminary definitions and fun- 
damental results from the theory of u0-positive operators with respect o a cone in a Banach 
space. Then, in Section 3, we apply the results of Section 2 in comparing the smallest positive 
eigenvalues of (1.1),(1.3) and (1.2),(1.3). 
2. CONES AND uo-POSIT IVE  OPERATORS 
In this section, we provide definitions and auxiliary results from cone theory which we will 
apply in the next section to the eigenvalue problems (1.1),(1.3) and (1.2),(1.3). Most of the 
discussion of this section involving the theory of cones in a Banach space arises from results in 
Krasnosel'skii's book [8]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let B be a Banach space over R. A nonempty, closed set P C B is said to be 
a cone provided 
(i) au  + f~v E P for a11 u, v E P and all a, l~ > O, and 
(ii) u, -u  E P implies u = O. 
A cone is said to be reproducing if B = P - P. A cone is said to be solid if 7 )0 ~ ~, where 
P°  denotes the interior of P.  
REMARK. Krasnosel'skii [8] proved that every solid cone is reproducing. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A Banach space B is called a partially ordered Banach space if there exists a 
partial ordering -~ on B satisfying 
(i) u ~ v, for u, v E B implies tu  -~ tv, [or ali t >_ O, and 
(ii) ul ~ vl and u2 ~ v2, for Ul,U2,Vl,V~ E/~ imply ul + u2 -< Vl + v2. 
Let 7 ) C B be a cone and define u _ v i f  and only i[ v - u E 7). Then ~ is a partial ordering 
on B and we will say that ~ is the partial ordering induced by 7). Moreover, B is a partially 
ordered Banach space with respect to ~. 
DEFINITION 2.3. I f  M, N : B --* B are bounded, linear operators, then we say that M ~ N with 
respect to 7) provided Mu ~_ Nu  for every u E P. A bounded, linear operator M : B ~ 13 is 
uo-positive with respect to 7 ) i f  there exists u0 E 7), u0 ~ 0, such that for each nonzero u E 7), 
there exist kl(U), ks(u) such that klU0 __ Mu ~ k2u0. 
Of the next three results, the first two can be found in Krasnosel'skii's book [8] and the third 
result is proved by Keener and Travis [17] as an extension of results from [8]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be a Banach space over R and let 7) C B be a solid cone. I f  M : B -~ B is 
a linear operator such that N : 7) \ {0} -~ 7)0, then M is uo-positive with respect to 7). 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let B be a Banach space over R and let 7 ~ C I3 be a reproducing cone. Let 
M : 13 --* 13 be a compact, linear operator which is uo-positive with respect to 7 ). Then M has 
an essentially unique eigenvector in T', and the corresponding eigenvalue is simple, positive, and 
larger than the absolute value of any other eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a Banach space over R and let 7 ~ C 13 be a cone. Let M, N : 13 ~ 13 
be bounded, linear operators, and assume that at least one of the operators is uo-positive with 
respect o "P. I[ M -< N with respect o 7 ), and if there exist nonzero ul ,u2 E ~o and positive 
real numbers A1 and As such that AlUl _ Mu l  and Nu2 _-< Asu2, then A1 <_ As. Moreover, 
if At = As, then ul is a scalar multiple of u s. 
3. E IGENVALUE COMPARISONS 
FOR THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section, we apply the results from Section 2 in comparing smallest positive igenvalues A1 
and As of (1.1),(1.3) and (1.2),(1.3), respectively, when the inequalities 0 < (-1)m+ipi(t) < 
(-1)m+iqi(t) for t E [0, 1], 0 < i < m - 1 are imposed. Our pattern of development involves ign 
properties of the Green's function, Gin(t, s) for 
xA~'~(t) = 0 (3.1) 
satisfying the boundary conditions (1.3). To obtain the Green's function for (3.1),(1.3), first we 
construct he Green's function for the second-order homogeneous differential equation 
~2(t )  = 0 (3.2) 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
x(0)  = 0, x (aS(l)) = 0 (3.3) 
using the properties of Green's function. Properties of the Green's function can be stated as 
follows. 
1. The Green's function satisfies the homogeneous differential equation in each interval 0 < 
t < s and s < t _< a(1). 
2. The Green's function is continuous at t = a(s). 
3. The delta derivative of the Green's function is discontinuous at t = a(s) and Ga(s +, s) - 
Gh(a(s) - ,  s) = 1. 
4. The Green's function satisfies the boundary conditions of the problem. 
Using the above properties we can construct he Green's function for (3.2),(3.3) and is given 
by, for 0 < s < 1, 
t (o (s )  - os (1 ) )  
a2(1 ) , 0 < t < s < a(1) ,  
V(t, s) : a(s) (t - a2(1)) (3.4) 
~2(1) , 0 < ~(s)  < t < ~s(1) ,  
on [0,(r2(1)] x [0,a(1)]. If we define 
al ( t ,  s) = a(t ,  s), (3.5) 
then we can construct he Green's function for fourth-order equation xa4 (t) = 0 satisfying the 
boundary conditions 
x(0)  = x~2(0)  = x (os (1) )  = ~(os(1) )  = 0 
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and is given by 
fo ~(1) 
G2(t, s) = G1 (t, r)G(r, s)Ar. (3.6) 
Continuing in this fashion, we can iteratively construct he Green's function for (3.1),(1.3) as 
~0 a(1) a j  (t, 8) = a j - l ( t ,  r)O(r, s)Ar, (3.7) 
for 2 _< j _< m. It follows from (3.4) that G(t, s) < 0 on (0, a2(1)) x (0, a(1)) and then inductively, 
the following is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Gin(t, s) be the Green's function for (3.1),(1.3) de~ned on [0, a2(1)] x [0, a(1)]. 
Then for 0 < i < m - 1, 
( l~m+~'( t  s) > 0, on (0 ,~(1) )  × (0,~(1)). (3.S) - - . ]  v m x~, 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Gin(t, s) be the Green's function for (3.1),(1.3); then for 0 < i < m - 1 
(-1)m+iG~m 2'+' (0, s)z > O, 
re+i+1 A 2i+1 (-1) V m (a(1), s) > O, 
0<s<l ,  (3.9) 
0 < s < a(1). (3.10) 
In order to apply the results of Section 2 concerning the theory of u0-positive operators, we 
now introduce a suitable Banach space B, and a cone P, in the Banach space. 
Define B by 
B := {x:  [0, a2(1)] --* R Ix E c(2m-1)[0, 1] and satisfies (1.3> }, 
where c(2m-1)[0, 1] denotes functions having 2m-  1 continuous A-derivatives on [0, 1] and let 
the norm [1" [[ on B be defined by 
Ilxll := max O( i (m-1  
Then define the cone 7) C B by 
sup 
te[O,a(1)] 
7) := {x  E B[(-1)m+ixa2'+~(t) > O, on 0 < t < a(1) for 0 < i < m-  1} .  
LEMMA 3.3. The cone 7 ) has nonempty interior and Q := {x e 7) [ (--1)m+ixA2'(t) > 0, for 0 < 
t < a2(1), and for0 < i < m- l ,  ( -1)m+~z~'+'(0)  > 0, and ( -1)m+~+lz~'+'(~(1))  > 0} c po. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The cone 7) is solid and hence reproducing. 
Next, we define the linear operators M, N : B -~ B by 
j~0a(1 ) m--1 A 21 
Mx(t) = Gin(t, s) E pi(s)x (a(s))As, (3.11) 
i=O 
~0 
a(1) m-1  A 2i 
Nx(t) = Gin(t, s) ~ qi(slx (a(sl)As, (3.12) 
i=0 
respectively, where Gin(t, s) is the Green's function for (3.1),(1.3) and is given by (3.5) and (3.7). 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A1 be an eigenvalue of (1.1),(1.3) and u(t) be the corresponding eigenvector. 
Then 
~0a(1) m-1 u(t) = ~1 em(t'8) E pi(s)uA2' (tT(s))As" 
i=0 
That is, (1/A1)u = Mu. Hence, the eigenvalues of (1.1),(1.3) are reciprocals of the eigenvalues 
of (3.11) and conversely. 
THEOREM 3.2. The linear operators M and N are uo-positive with respect to P. 
PROOF. We prove the statement is true for the operator M. We first show that M : P --+ P. 
m+i a 2~ (0, a2(1)) x (0, a(1)), 0 < i < m-  1, Thus, let u E P. Since (3.8) gives ( -1)  G m (t, s) > 0 on 
and since (-1)m+ip~(t) > 0, 0 < t < a(1), 0 < i < m - 1, it follows that 
fcr(1) 2' m-1 A 2i 
(--x)m+iMuh2'(t) =J0  ( -1)m+iG~'(t ,s)  Ep i ( s )u  (s)As > 0, 
i=0 
0 < t < a2(1), 0 < i < m - 1. Thus Mu E P. The usual arguments using the Arzela-Ascoli 
Theorem also yield that M is compact. For the next step, we establish that M : P \ {0} --~ po. 
Choosing 0 ¢ u e P,  there exists [a,•] C T such that (-1)mu(t) > 0, and (-1)mpo(t) > O, 
on [a,~]. It follows from (3.8) that, for 0 < t < a~(1), and 0 < i < m - 1, 
(-1)m+i(Mu)Z~2' (t) >_ f~(~) 
J~ 
Also, Lemma 3.2 implies 
m-1 
' ~21  
( -1)m+iG~'(t ,s)  ~p i (s )u  a(s)As > O. 
i=0 
(-1)m+i(Mu)~2'+l (o) > O, 
(--1)m+i+l(Mu)h2~+' (a(1)) > O, 
for 0 < i < m - 1. From Lemma 3.3, Mu E P°. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we finally conclude that 
M is u0-positive with respect o P. | 
We may now apply Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 to obtain the eigenvalue comparison we seek. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that (-1)m+ip~(t), 0 < i < m - 1, are continuous nonnegative functions 
on [0, 1] and that po(t) does not vanish identically on any subinterval of [0, 1]. Then M has an 
essentially unique eigenvector u E P°, and the corresponding eigenvalue A is positive, simple, 
and larger than the absolute value of any other eigenvalue. 
PROOF. Theorem 2.2 establishes the existence of such an eigenvalue A with eigenvector u E 7 ~. 
But, from Theorem 3,1, Mu E po. Since Mu = Au, it follows that u C po. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that (-1)ra+ipi(t) and (-1)m+iqi(t), 0 < i < m-  1 are continuous 
nonnegative functions on [0, 1] and that Po ( t ) and qo( t ) do not vanish identically on any subint.erval 
of [0, 1]. Moreover, assume that (-1)m+ipi(t)  _< (-l)m+iqi(t), 0 < t < a(1), 0 < i _< m - 1. 
Let A1 and A2 be the largest positive eigenvalues of M and N, respectively. Then AI _< A2. 
Furthermore, A1 = A2 if and only ifpi(t) - qi(t), for 0 < t < 1, 0 < i < m - 1. 
PROOF. Let Ax and A2 be as in the statement of the theorem. Since, by assumption pi(t) <_ qi(t), 
0 < i < m-  1 on [0,1], we have, for u E P, 
jf0a(1) 
m-1 . 
Mu(t) = Gin(t, s) E Pi(S)U~2" (a(s))As 
i=O 
~0a(1) m-1 < Gm(t,s) E qi(s)uA2'(a(s))As 
i=0 
= Nu(t), 
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and hence, M _ N with respect to P. If Ul, u2 E ~ O° are the essential eigenvectors given by 
Theorem 3.2 that  correspond to A1 and A2, respectively, Theorem 2.3 then yields A1 <_ A2. 
For the final s tatement  of the theorem, suppose that  for some i, 
(-1)m+ipi (to) < (-1)m+iqi (to), 
for some to E (0, 1). I t  can be argued just  as in Theorem 3.2 that  (N -  M)u l  C po. But Ul E •o, 
so for sufficiently small  ¢ > 0, it must be that  (N - M)Ul > ~Ul. Therefore, 
Nul > MUl + eUl  = (h i  q-e)Ul .  
Since Nu2 = A2u2, if we apply  Theorem 2.2 to the operator  N,  we have A1 + e < A2, or 
equivalently, A1 < A2. Contraposit ively,  A1 = A2 implies pi(t) = qi(t), for all t E [0, 1], 0 < i < 
m-1 .  | 
In view that  the eigenvalues of M are reciprocals of the eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.3), and conversely, 
and in view of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we see that  
1 > 1 =) ,2 .  
= A--7 - 
Moreover, if pi(t) <_ qi(t) and pi(t) ~ qi(t), for some i, 0 < i < m - 1, then 
1 1 
A1 
We are now able to state the following comparison theorem for smallest posit ive eigenvalues, 
)~1 and A2, of (1.1),(1.3) and (1.2),(1.3). 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4. Then there exist smallest positive eigen- 
values )~1 and A2 of (1.1),(1.3) and (1.2),(1.3), respectively, each of which is simple and less than 
the absolute value of any other eigenvalue for the corresponding problem, and the eigenvectors 
corresponding to A1 and A2 may be chosen to belong to 7 ~°. Finally, A1 _> A2 with A1 = A2 if and 
only if pi(t) = qi(t) on O < t < l, O < i < m -1 .  
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